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January 4, 2004
Ajo Justice Court
111 La. Mina Dr.
Ajo, Arizona 85321

Subj.: Case #J-1003- TR-200301453

Judge Casey;

I am in receipt of your order dated December 19, 2003 in which a motion to impose sanctions on
the Tohono O'odham Police Department (TOPD) was denied. The reason provided for denying
the motion is as follows:

"After consideration of the Defense nwtion, the Court finds that imposition of sanctions
in this matter is not appropriate. "

While I respect the court's order, I would like to take this opportunity to provide a dissenting
view to your decision that sanctions are not appropriate in this case.

According to statistics from the Arizona Peace Officers Standards and Training Board (POST),
there are currently 70 police officers associated with the TOPD -all of which are currently
certified by POST to enforce state law anywhere within the boundaries of Arizona. TOPD
officers do so actively along Arizona highway 86 in and around the Tohono 0' odham
Reservation as well as other state highways in Southern Arizona. With this certification comes a
legal and ethical obligation to not only enforce state law in a reasonable fashion but to abide by
state law while carrying out enforcement activities. Unfortunately, from the inception of this
case, the TOPD has acted with nothing but disrespect towards the state judicial system and thinly
veiled contempt for the rule of law.

On December 20, 2002, the TOPD conducted a joint task force operation in conjunction with
U.S. Customs and the U.S. Border Patrol along Arizona highway 86 near mile marker 145 under
color of law. During this joint task force operation, random vehicles were targeted by task force
participants for suspicionless and intrusive roadside stops where vehicles were checked by drug
sniffmg dogs, trunks were searched by enforcement personnel, drivers licenses were used to help
check for outstanding general warrants, vehicle occupants were interrogated by armed agents
with regards to private travel plans, seat belt compliance and citizenship, and drivers were
checked for alcohol impainnent & licensing compliance. In short the joint task force operation
was indistinguishable from a general law enforcement drag net operation encompassing local,
state, and federal law enforcement interests. Such law enforcement operations have been found
to be fundamentally unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court in cases such as Michigan Dept.
of State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444, 110 S.Ct. 2481 (1990), and City of Indianapolis v. Edmond,
531 U.S. 32,121 S.Ct. 447 (2000).

This was the nature of the operation I was caught up in while trying to drive home from a long
days work on the evening of December 2Qth. My "crime" that evening was related far more to my
willingness to ask a few probing questions regarding the nature of the roadblock then the
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commission of any offense against society. Indeed, the agents present at this unlawful roadblock
were so enraged my straight forward inquiries that I was threatened with lethal force, physically
assaulted and dragged out of my vehicle, verbally abused, and detained for several hours along
the side of the road before being cited on trumped up charges -hardly the legitimate actions of
an Arizona "peace officer".

As an early indicator of the TOPD's stance on state law, I contacted Jonathan Jantzen with the
Attorney General's Office of the Tohono O'odham Nation in early January of 2003. Much to my
amazement I was infonned by Mr. Jantzen that the Tohono O'odham Nation does not recognize
state law or the state constitution even though its police department, the TOPD, actively enforces
state law.

As you are aware, my fIrst court appearance was originally scheduled for January 3, 2003. I
hired an attorney to represent me but learned shortly before the scheduled court appearance that
the TOPD had ignored state law at ARS 28-1558 along with court rules in failing to file a copy
of the complaint with the Ajo Justice Court before the scheduled court appearance. Giving the
TOPD the benefit of the doubt, you ordered the charges dismissed without prejudice on January
8,2003 in spite of the TOPD's misconduct for failing to file the required paperwork by the date
they chose for the initial court appearance.

Because the charges were dismissed without prejudice, the TOPD was able to re-file charges
against me six months later exactly four days after being served with a notice of claim regarding
their actions at the unlawful roadblock. In preparing to defend myself once again against their
malicious prosecution, I incurred substantial cost in both time and money. With the help of my
attorney, I fully prepared for the evidentiary hearing scheduled for December 9th only to find out
after traveling several hours to the Ajo Justice Court with my attorney and two witnesses that the
TOPD was refusing to respond to a subpoena for the production of exculpatory documents.

While my life and property were put at risk by the actions of the TOPD, the TOPD was actively
thumbing its nose at the system designed to adjudicate these matters. Clearly the TOPD
considers itself above the laws it professes to enforce. Such a view is only strengthened when the
court fails to hold them accountable for these egregious acts. Operating illegal roadblocks,
ignoring state law and court rules, engaging in malicious prosecutions, and refusing to respond to
judicial subpoenas seem to be actions that make the imposition of sanctions appropriate in this
case. I fear that such actions will only continue given the TOPD's history and the failure of the
court to impose sanctions. Indeed it costs the TOPD very little to continue acting contrary to the
rule of law when they are not held accountable for their actions.

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Sincerely;

Terrence Bressi1
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